APC Instructions and Inspection Requirements
Armor
Piercing
Containment System

2.350" X 3.375"

THE APC WILL CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING AMMUNITION:
		
All Handgun Ammunition
		 .308 Rifle Including Magnum and Armor Piercing Ammunition
		 12 Gauge Shotgun Slugs & Buck Shot
		 7.62MM AP (M993) and 5.56MM AP (M995) Armor Piercing Ammunition
		 One round .50 Cal. BMG
WARNING: The APC-100 Armor Piercing Containment System is designed for use as a safeguard to contain
unintentional discharges when unloading and loading firearms. DO NOT USE FOR FIREARMS TESTING.
CAUTION:

Do not attempt to catch the ejecting round when unloading. Preventing the round from clearing
the firearm could cause the primer to jam against the ejector and detonate the cartridge.

CAUTION:

In the event of an unintentional discharge, examine the unit for any visible damage. If any
damage is apparent (other than a small hole where the bullet penetrated the rubber shield), return
to the manufacturer. If no serious damage is apparent, the unit may be reused.

          Note:   Damage requiring the manufacturer’s evaluation may be caused by multiple hits in one
location or by 12 Ga. slugs or buckshot. A large hole, through which you can see any metal,
requires a return to the manufacturer.
ANNUAL INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS:
1. Inspect the internal rubber seal for any indication of a discharge or visible damage.  If any damage is
    apparent (other than a  small hole where the bullet penetrated the rubber shield), return to manufacturer  
    for reconditioning.  A large hole, through which you can see any metal, requires a return to the
manufacturer.  If no serious damage is apparent, the unit may be reused.
2. Inspect powder coat for scratches or rust. Remove rust and touch-up scratches with enamel or acrylic
    paint, as required. NOTE: A weatherproof cover is available and should be used when the APC is exposed     
    to the elements.
3. Inspect mounting hardware for security

FIGURE 1:

4. Measure the depth of the muzzle insertion cavity to check
    for wear due to long term multiple muzzle insertions. This
    type of wear may occur on occasion, after many years of
    use, but should be checked regularly as part of the overall
    inspection. (SEE FIGURE 1)
APC-100

SAFE AREA

GREEN = Acceptable Range (2.750” to 3.125”)
RED = Rejection Point (if depth exceeds 3.125”)

APC-100T GREEN = Acceptable Range (3.125” to 3.625”)
TACTICAL RED = Rejection Point (if depth exceeds 3.625”)

APC-100

Warranty: The APC is warranted against defects in materials and workmanship for one year. Any unauthorized
disassembly voids the warranty & could detrimentally affect the performance of the system.
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